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This report demonstrates nontoxic colloidal nitrate route CZTS (Cu2ZnSnS4) synthesis at room temperature, along with their band
grading due to incorporation of Ge as cost of Sn (3%). The parent CZTS, CZGTS (Cu2ZnGeSnS4), and their polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solvent containing solutions doctor blade-coated thin film structural and optical properties
are discussed. Their sulfurized thin films thickness have been achieved ±2 μ. It has noticed that addition of Ge in CZTS alloy
affects the grain sizes, crystallographic structure, Raman spectral peak shift toward the higher wave number side. The addition
of PVA and DMSO is also substantially contributed in their physical property modification by demonstrating the gradual
improvement in grain sizes and compactness. Moreover, the gradual changes have also appeared in their X-ray diffractometer
(XRD) and Raman spectroscopic results. The optical energy band gaps of the CZTS, CZGTS, and their PVA, DMSO mixed
alloyed thin films are obtained in between 1.27 eV to 1.57 eV and 1.58 eV to 1.83 eV.

1. Introduction

With the increasing consumption of conventional energy
with the gradual serious environmental problems worldwide,
the researchers have paid much attention toward research
and application of solar cells [1, 2], to fulfill the next-
generation worldwide power consumption requirements
upto terawatt (TW) level. This can be achieved only consid-
ering a few key issues, like photovoltaic materials should be
cost-effective, earth abundant, offer a long functional
lifetime, and have high power conversion efficiency with
the direct energy gap [1–3]. Considering these key factors
in the recent years, investigators have been recognized inor-
ganic (chalcogen) multilayer photovoltaic (PV) technologies
can reduce production cost in terms of both raw materials
and processing requirements [1–3]. Therefore, in the run-
ning decade, thin film preparation technologies have been

widely promoted from the innovations considering the
noticeable advantages: less material requirement, easy to
deposit on different (glass, stainless steel, and plastic) kinds
of the flexible substrates, and overall device cost reduction.

More than a decade quaternary Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS)
absorber has drawn tremendous attention to make solar
devices. Its suitable direct energy band gap (~1.5 eV), high
absorption coefficient (~105 cm−1) with nontoxicity, and
abundant availability of the elements in the earth crust make
them favorable for the photovoltaic technology. Additionally,
prospective CZTS can also have performance advantages in
comparison with counterpart materials like CdTe and CIGS
(CuInGaSe) [4, 5]. The direct liquid deposition approaches
are particularly attractive for large-scale manufacturing due
to their compatibility with large-scale deposition techniques
such as tape casting. Several investigators have been demon-
strated the fabrication of CZTS solar cells using a variety of
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methods including spray pyrolysis, evaporation, sputtering,
sol-gel processing, electrodeposition, and nanocrystal syn-
thesis [6, 7]. Typically, colloidal route cell fabrication
involves oleylamine and chlorides employing certain temper-
ature range; therefore, formed defects act as a hole/recombi-
nation centers during the photovoltaic conversion. Despite
the adequate high-performance crystallinity, such routes
synthesized materials having hazardous toxicity issue [8].
Considering numerous drawback issues of the existing CZTS
processing, researchers have paid attention to synthesized
non (or less) hazardous solution by selecting suitable CZT
nitrate compounds with the host sulfur [8–10].

Despite the tremendous possibility of the kesterite CZTS,
it is a mirror fact that their efficiency has not been achieved
beyond ~10%; however, from the theoretical predictions, it
can be upto 32.2% [11–13]. To get high efficiency in
CZTS-based devices, investigators are making efforts by
varying material compositions, preparation methods, etc.
[1]. An approach CZTS band grading from the element ger-
manium (Ge) is also getting much attention. It has predicted
that CZTS alloying with Ge can provide a suitable band
grading in CZTS; therefore, overall active layer working
performance may improve [14–16]. Thus, one technique
can lead the band gap engineering for the CZTS by the
partial replacement of element tin (Sn) from Ge [15].
Among this, performance of solar cell devices is also
depending on active layer thin film quality and grain sizes.
Therefore, under the nonvacuum thin film preparation used,
solution binder can also play a crucial role [14, 15].

Considering above discussed key issues, the CZTS solar
cell active layer material property investigations predomi-
nately have been devoted to different deposition process. A
few reports are available on CZTS absorber layer along with
element Ge band grading, toxicity, and impact of the differ-

ent solution binders. Therefore, determination of such casual
physical properties of CZTS absorber layer material is an
important matter [14–16]. Hence, this study deals CZTS
absorber layer band grading from the semimetallic element
Ge by replacing the amount of the Sn, with the nontoxic
nitrate parent solution as well as PVA (polyvinyl alcohol)
and DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide) mixed solutions.

2. Experimental Procedure

To make a colloidal solution of CZTS and CZGTS materials,
the appropriate compositions were taken in the ratio: Cu =
22:05, Zn = 13:5, Sn = 11, and S = 53:45 and Cu = 22:05, Zn
= 13:5, Ge = 3, Sn = 9, and S = 53:45. The required materials
copper nitratehydrate (Cu(NO3)2 3H2O), zinc nitratehydrate
(Zn(NO3)2 6H2O), pure tin (Sn) (99.999%) powder, sulfur
(S), and germanium (Ge) (99.999%) powder were purchased
from the sigma Aldrich. Three separate solutions A, B, and C
were made to dissolve cations and anions. Solution A con-
tained Cu(NO3)2 3H2O (5m mole), Thiourea (CH4N2S)
(10 g), and 5ml DI water for both CZTS and CZGTS compo-
sitions. Solution B was made by taking Zn(NO3)2 6H2O (5m
mole) and 6ml ammonia (NH4OH) water for both CZTS
and CZGTS compositions. Solution C was made from addi-
tion of the tin (Sn) (5m mole), sulfur (10m mole), and aque-
ous ammonium sulfide solution ((NH4)2S) for the CZTS,
while in the case of CZGTS, amount of Ge powder was added
into the solution. To dissolve Cu cations and anions in
solutions A and C, initial stirrer was pursued. Afterward,
appropriate amount of the water content was added in solu-
tions A, B, and C. Then, solutions A and C were kept for the
2-3 h stirring under the normal atmospheric environment. In
the subsequent process, solutions A, B, and C were mixed
together to make CZTS and CZGTS complex compositions.

(i) (ii)

(iii)

CZTS CZGTS

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 1: (i) CZTS and CZGTS synthesized solutions; (ii) used doctor blade coater; (iii) (a, b, c). CZTS, CZTS-PVA, and CZTS-DMSO doctor
blade-coated sulfurized thin films on SLG soda lime glass substrate; (d, e, f) CZGTS, CZGTS-PVA, and CZGTS-DMSO, doctor blade-coated
sulfurized thin films on SLG soda lime glass substrate.
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In the beginning, CZTS and CZGTS solution colour was dark
reddish; however, with the continuous vigorous stirring at
60°C ± 10, their colour transformed into dark black. The
formed CZTS and CZGTS crystals/particles were separated
from the complex solution after allowing 12h decantation
process at normal room temperature. The separated part of
the CZTS and CZGTS solutions were again kept for stirring
at room temperature to further reduce the particle size.
Finally, these solutions were separated into three-three sepa-
rate parts (~5ml each) in small bottles; in one part of solu-
tion, added a few drops (~10 drops) of polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA), another part of solution mixed with a few drops
(~10 drops) dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and the third part
remained as it is for both CZTS and CZGTS. To get appropri-
ate forms of the solutions for the doctor blade coating, all six
(both CZTS and CZGTS) samples were kept for 5-10min
ultrasonication. It was ensured to keep almost same thickness
in between the SLG glass substrate and coating knife for the
doctor blade-coated thin films. The prepared sulfurized (at
550°C, ~40min) thin film structural characterization were

performed from the X-ray diffractometer, field effect scan-
ning microscopy (FESEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS), Raman spectroscopy, and UV/visible spectroscopy.

3. Results and Discussion

Synthesized CZTS and CZGTS (Figure 1(i)) and their DMSO
and PVA mixed solutions doctor blade-coated (Figure 1(ii))
thin films on SLG substrate are exhibited in Figure 1 (iii
(a–f)). By the appearance, this ~550°C sulfurized thin film
colour seems quite distinct to each other. Appearance of the
distinct colour surfaces can be directly correlated to rather
distinct crystal growths such as grain sizes and porosity,
under the identical sulfurization condition. Further, these
thin film thickness profiles are given in Figures 2(a)–2(f). It
gives these doctor blade-coated thin film thickness lies in
between ~1.5 and ≤2.5μm. The obtained thickness value of
the thin films lies in range of an optimum active layer thick-
ness for multilayer chalcogen rich solar cell devices.
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Figure 2: (a–c) CZTS, CZTS-PVA, and CZTS-DMSO; (d–f) CZGTS, CZGTS-PVA, and CZGTS-DMSO thickness profillometer results.
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To realize different binder solvent impact on developed
thin film grain sizes and porosity, we have performed the
field effect scanning microscopy (FESEM) measurement.
Figures 3(a)–3(i) represents surface morphologies at different
scale with the EDS patterns for the CZTS and DMSO, and
PVA mixed thin films. The parent CZTS thin film surface
morphology reveals slightly smaller grains and inferior grain
connectivity to each other (see Figures 3(a) and 3(b)). How-
ever, PVA containing thin film grain connectivity seems to be
compact (see Figures 3(d) and 3(e)), while the DMSO con-
taining thin film grain exhibits a clear distinction in term of
larger grain sizes with the enhanced connectivity (see
Figures 3(g) and 3(h)). The elemental concentration in these
thin films is obtained as per designed alloying compositional
ratio, as depicted in Figures 3(c), 3(f), and 3(i). The obtained
elemental compositional ratio empirical values are listed in
Table 1. Moreover, Figures 4(a)–4(i) is representing FESEM
surface morphologies and EDS patterns for the Ge-alloyed

CZTS thin films. The Ge-alloyed CZTS thin film exhibits (see
Figures 4(a) and 4(b)) a wide difference in grain size compared
to non-Ge-alloyed thin films. Besides, a large size grain
growth CZGTS thin film has inferior grain connectivity
compared to CZGTS-PVA thin film (see Figures 4(d) and
4(e)), though reduction in crystal grain sizes has appeared
for the CZGTS-PVA thin film. Further, the DMSO containing
CZGTS thinfilm (seeFigures 4(g) and4(h)) is exhibited slightly
improved grain growth morphology compared to CZGTS-
PVA having superior crystal grain boundaries. The alloying
elemental concentrations in CZGTS-based thin films has also
obtained as per designed alloying compositional ratio, as
depicted in Figures 4(c), 4(f), and 4(i). The obtained empirical
elemental compositional ratio amounts are given in Table 2.

Such variation in crystallite grain sizes and their bound-
aries due to incorporation of PVA and DMSO in CZTS and
CZGTS may affect the crystallographic structures of the
materials. To examine this, we have performed the XRD
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Figure 3: (a–i). FE-SEM and EDS patterns for the CZTS, CZTS-PVA, and CZTS-DMSO thin films.
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measurement for the fabricated thin films, as illustrated in
Figure 5. All six thin films exhibited the prime CZTS strong
crystallographic peak corresponding to (112) plane at 2θ
value 28°, along with other week CZTS characteristic peaks
at 2θ values 16°, 18°, 33°, 47°, and 56°, corresponding to crys-

tallographic planes (002), (101), (200), (220), and (311). The
week crystallographic (002) peak is suppressed sufficiently/or
almost disappear in Ge-alloyed CZTS thin films, while the
(220) and (311) crystallographic plane peaks are slight shift
toward the higher angle side for the CZGTS, CZGTS-PVA,

Table 1: EDS analysis obtained alloying element average concentration for the CZTS, CZTS-PVA, and CZTS-DMSO doctor-coated
thin films.

CZTS CZTS-PVA CZTS-DMSO
Element Atomic% Element Atomic% Element Atomic%

S 50.52 S 50.94 S 51.64

Cu 19.94 Cu 15.77 Cu 18.77

Zn 12.54 Zn 15.05 Zn 12.90

Sn 16.99 Sn 18.24 Sn 16.69

Total: 100.00 Total: 100.00 Total: 100.00
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Figure 4: (a–i) FE-SEM and EDS patterns for the CZGTS, CZGTS-PVA, and CZGTS-DMSO thin films.
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Table 2: EDS analysis obtained alloying element average concentration for the CZGTS, CZGTS-PVA, and CZGTS-DMSO doctor-coated
thin films.

CZGTS CZGTS-PVA CZGTS-DMSO
Element Atomic% Element Atomic% Element Atomic%

S 52.90 S 53.49 S 53.49

Cu 22.26 Cu 23.16 Cu 23.16

Zn 8.97 Zn 9.97 Zn 9.97

Ge 2.26 Ge 2.71 Ge 2.71

Sn 13.61 Sn 10.67 Sn 10.67

Total: 100.00 Total: 100.00 Total: 100.00
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and CZGTS-DMSO thin films. This can be correlated to crys-
tallographic changes in CZTS due to incorporation of semi-
metallic Ge. This crystallographic variation can also be
evident from the Raman measurement result. The prime
Raman kesterite phase broad peak vibration in the wave
number range 314 to 370 cm-1 is observed, as depicted in
Figure 6 [17, 18]. The strongest “A” mode peak position is
obtained around the 338 cm-1. A distinguishable Raman
peak shift toward the higher wave number is appeared for
the CZTS, CZTS-DMSO, CZTS-PVA, CZGTS, CZGTS-
DMSO, and CZGTS-PVA thin films. Along with a weak
peak toward the lower wave number (275 to 300 cm-1) is also
noticed for the Ge containing thin films. The gradual Raman
peak shift and appearance of addition weak peak in CZGTS
thin films indicates atomic distribution of the materials
affected with the incorporation of different solvent as well
as semimetallic Ge.

The uv/visible optical property of the active layer material
in a multilayers photovoltaic solar cell is an important
parameter, because incident external solar light induced
charge carrier generation in this layer, which depends on
material light absorption ability. The recorded uv/visible
transmission spectrum of the CZTS, CZGTS, and PVA,
DMSO containing thin films is given in Figures 7(a) and
7(b). Using the obtained UV/visible transmission spectrums,
we have evaluated the optical energy band gaps for these
thin films by employing the well know Tauc relationship
[19]. Both CZTS and CZGTS thin films are exhibiting a
considerable optical energy band gap increment with the
addition of PVA and DMSO, as illustrated in Figures 7(c)
and 7(d). The obtained optical energy band gaps for the
CZTS, CZTS-DMSO, and CZTS-PVA and CZGTS, CZGTS-
DMSO, and CZGTS-PVA are 1.27, 1.45, and 1.57 and 1.58,
1.71, and 1.83 eV, respectively. Change in optical energy
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Figure 7: (a–d) UV/visible transmission and Tauc plots for the CZTS, CZTS-PVA, and CZTS-DMSO and CZGTS, CZGTS-PVA, and
CZGTS-DMSO thin films.
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band gaps of CZTS and CZGTS due to incorporation of
PVA and DMSO could be correlated to formation of a few
additional subenergy levels within the complex configura-
tion under influence of the different reactivity during
fabrication process.

Hence, the physical property variation in CZTS owing to
incorporation of semimetallic element Ge under different
binder solvent effect could correlate to change in their anti-
site trap charges [5, 14]. CZTS can have two dominant anti-
site charge trapping with the Cu and Zn energies 20meV and
120meV [20]. These two element energies can be considered
in deeper trapping range, while a significant difference in
between bonding energies of Ge and Sn can also contribute
substantially with the increasing trap energy. Predomi-
nantly, Ge containing sites can lie in deeper traps. The Ge
deeper traps (106–170meV) can be close to Fermi level
and may not be fully ionized even at room temperature [5,
14, 21–24]. As consequence, structural and optoelectronics
changes might be appeared in Ge-alloyed CZTS [5, 14,
21–24]. Significantly, the CZTS legend share bonds exposing
ability of the binder solvents PVA and DMSO may also be
contributed substantially. Therefore, a gradual change has
appeared in grain sizes, XRD, Raman peaks, and optical
energy band gaps.

4. Conclusions

In the conclusive remarks, authors have discussed the low
cost, easy, nontoxic photovoltaic CZTS material synthesis
route with the impact of the additional small amount of the
Ge in CZTS system. Among this, also demonstrated the
physical property variation due to addition of small amounts
of the PVA and DMSO in CZTS and CZGTS materials.
Experimental evidences have revealed doctor-coated sulfu-
rized thin film thickness is in well-define range of multilayer
inorganic solar cells. The grain sizes and compactness of the
surface morphologies of the CZTS and PAV and DMSO have
been noticed in rather improved sequence. While incorpora-
tion of element Ge gives the larger grains with rough porosity
quality, amounts of PVA and DMSO have slightly reduced
the grain sizes with improved compactness. Incorporation
of Ge and PVA and DMSO also impacted the parent material
crystallographic structure that have been reflected in terms of
slight shift in XRD peak positions for high 2θ (47 and 56)
values. A consistence Raman prime peak shift with the
appearance of additional week peak in Ge containing mate-
rials has also correlated to structural changes in CZTS and
CZGTS due to incorporation of PVA and DMSO contents
in parent configurations. The uv/visible optical property have
also been affected due to incorporation of Ge in CZTS as well
PVA and DMSO; their obtained energy band gaps are 1.27,
1.45, and 1.57 and 1.58, 1.71, and 1.83 eV, respectively.
Hence, this study leads DMSO containing film can be more
appropriate than others to fabricate multilayer PV devices.
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